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Abstract: Conventional methods   of   precipitation   mapping   give   way   to   computer-assisted   mapping.
The computing resources and tools currently available allow the processing of large amounts of observational
data and their representation in an objective and rapid manner. Recent research shows its feasibility both in a
particular year and in a any month of a given year. The maps produced form the basis of information grids ready
to be used in Geographic Information Systems (GIS). They are indispensable for a continuously updated
knowledge of the climate and the water resource. In this work, based on monthly data from 35 pluviometric
stations in the Tafna watershed, it is proposed to examine the main changes that have affected rainfall patterns.
To this end, a scientific approach has been adopted based essentially on the use of multiple regressions while
integrating with the measured rainfall explanatory factors (altitude, aspect, distance from the sea and distance
West/East). Indeed, this technique allowed us to focus on the influence of these factors cited in spatial
distribution of rainfall. Although the most watered areas are located in the mountainous region, the rainfall
values decrease while moving towards the plains whose altitudes are falling more and more.
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INTRODUCTION continental surfaces (distance from the sea) [4]. For this

The distribution and variability of rainfall conditioned stations which do not take into account orographic
the water management. The variability of inflows as rain effects are not suitable to regions where the terrain is very
impact many activities in Algeria, primarily agricultural rugged [4]. Sometimes simple and quick to apply
production which cannot even feed the rural population (Thiessen polygons,  for example), these methods can
[1]. Cereal crops and orchards, dominant in Algeria, give satisfactory results when used on the large
requires large amounts of water. Rationing water and watersheds basis where rainfall stations are  numerous
electricity has become the rule in bad years; all human and homogeneously distributed [5].
activities are disrupted [2]. The estimation of average With advances in remote sensing and geographic
rainfall in a watershed is the preliminary work to  any information systems (GIS) technologies, improved
study of rainfall-runoff relationships [3]. The calculation characterizations of topography for precipitation mapping
of the other terms of the hydrological balance depends on can be performed. Quantified values of these
the accuracy of the rainfall estimate: interception, characteristics can be used as explanatory variables in the
evapotranspiration and infiltration [4]. The data only interpolation of precipitation [6]. The method  presented
obtained from rainfall stations are not always sufficient in this work uses multiple linear regressions (MLR) to
because the spatial distribution of precipitation is most interpolate precipitation onto a gridded surface. An MLR
often related to the topography because the spatial equation is determined using measured annual
distribution of precipitation is most often related to the precipitation as the dependent variable and location
topography (elevation and aspect), to the morphometric (distance from sea, distance west-east) and DEM derived
parameters of the environment and to the position on the measures (elevation and aspect) as explanatory variables.

purpose, conventional methods of interpolation between
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The same explanatory variables are then derived for a 100 Choice of Stations and Period of Study: The study of the
x 100 km gridded surface in the large watershed of Tafna climate monitoring its evolution requires long and
in western Algeria and used with the MLR equations to numerous   series    of      observations.   Unfortunately,
estimate precipitation on that gridded surface. we do not have perfectly reliable or continuous data

MATERIEL AND METHODS Rainfall data of the Tafna watershed were provided

Study Area: The river Tafna is characterized by a length available rainfall data are very heterogeneous, both from
of 228 Km (Fig. 1). Its watershed, located in northwestern the point of view of the measurements reliability and the
Algeria, covers an area of 7254 km . It consists of eight observation duration of the series. The earliest2

sub-basins;  two   are   located   upstream in Morocco. observations date since 1873.
This Moroccan part represents an area of 2 007 km , The series of climate data often contain errors that2

corresponding to 27.7% of the total area. For lack of can have multiple origins (read error, error report, derating
information on the   region  located  in   Moroccan of the equipment, etc.).
territory,   our work only focuses on the Algerian part. We can distinguish accidental errors which are
The watershed Tafna is characterized by a very rugged randomly distributed in time and space, and systematic
terrain, with an average altitude of 780 m and a maximum errors that affect a continuously portions of the
altitude exceeding 1800 m [7]. measurement series, randomly distributed in time and

The relief is a critical factor in the hydrological space.
behavior of a watershed because it largely determines the During the processing of the data, some values
ability of land runoff, infiltration and evaporation. For the appear to be unusual compared to the rest of the time
Tafna watershed, the relief layout and the abundance of series. The existence of outliers can lead climatologist for
impervious rocks combined their effects to create a dense misinterpretation. It is  therefore   essential   to   compare
drainage system, with drainage densities (quotients of the all   stations   records belonging to the same micro-region
sum of the lengths of all streams to the drainage basin to   ensure   they  do not exhibit abnormal discrepancy.
area) ranging from 0.5 to 2.9 depending on the size of the For example, in 1974, at the station of Beni Bahdel, the
sub-basins [7]. annual   total   rainfall   is particularly singular (1229.7 mm),

series.

by the National Water Resources Agency (ANRH). These

Fig. 1: location of the study area
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comparing it with other neighboring stations (Chouly: This linear function is obtained by analyzing the
194.5 mm, Mefrouche: 273.4 mm), we deduce that this
value is an outlier [8].

We have tried to identify a maximum of measuring
stations meeting the following conditions: (i) information
covering the last four decades, (ii) no gaps of more than
five consecutive years, (iii) less than 10% of gaps in the
total series on a monthly scale.

For the study purposes and for good spatial
distribution, we proceeded to filling gaps using simple
linear regression.

For this study, 35 stations were selected over 41
hydrological years from 1970 -2011 including 24 stations
distributed in the basin (Fig. 1). For a reliable interpolation
of annual rainfall in the studied watershed, we used data
from 11 stations in neighboring basins.

The stations are relatively well distributed
throughout the studied basin. An extremely tight network
of measuring points would, by their only altitude,
accurately reflect the topography.

The statistical analysis of the annual rainfall series
was performed on precipitation totals for the year, which
starts on September 1  of year k and ends on August 31st st

of year k+1.

Methodology: There is clearly a strong relationship
between relief and the spatial distribution   of   rainfall.
The approach proposed in this work aims to map the
statistical parameters of precipitation by valuing all
available information, including topographic information
[9]. The idea is very simple since it consists in saying that
the rainfall parameters can be explained in large part by
perfectly known geographic factors (spatial position,
altitude, aspect, station site, distance from the sea ...).

Only the part of the variance of rain, unexplained by
these parameters, therefore deserves to be interpolated by
spatial analysis techniques such as kriging.

To highlight this influence of the relief, the
cartography of the precipitations was established by
kriging taking into account the relief. The relief is taken
into account from a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) with
a mesh of 500 m resolution, which is largely sufficient for
a general rainfall study and to smooth the altitude values
for reduce the effect of landscape roughness [10]. It has
been assumed that the mean annual rainfall (Pm) at any
point in the territory is a linear function combining the
four explanatory components, namely the altitude of point
(Z), its aspects (E), its distance from the sea (D) and its
longitude (X).

multiple regressions between the observed annual rainfall
and the explanatory components.

Pm = a ×Z+a ×E + a ×D+a ×X + b1 2 3 4

where a , a , a , a  and b are the five coefficients that1 2 3 4

consist in minimizing the square of the differences
between the observed and the estimated rainfall with
values of 20 and 25.

Rainfall at one point of land therefore depends on a
regional component and a local component. The local
component integrates the influence of the relief as well as
that of the position of this point. It is well known that two
sites whose morphometric context is similar do not receive
the same amount of rainfall according to their position
relative to the air masses: it will rain more on the site
exposed to humid winds than on the second site placed
"under the wind"(this positioning effect in the"
downwind "is taken into account by the aspects of the
slopes). Hence, the interest of integrating the
geographical coordinates X (west-east distance) of any
point of the territory, the relief (elevation and aspect) and
the distance to the sea [11], [12]. The linear multiple
regression using observed rainfall data and topographic
and geographic characteristics allows getting the
following equation: 

Pm = 0.3734×Z-0.1×E-4.862×D+1.483×X +181.97

The application of this equation allows mapping the
estimated annual rainfall (Fig. 2).

In the case of all of Northern Algeria, there is a
negative relationship between rainfall and the distance of
stations from the sea, which results in a decrease in
rainfall more than one moves away from the coast.

The grid of the distance to the sea (coast line) is
obtained by interpolating polylines drawn parallel to an
interval of 20 km at the coast line. This approach was also
adopted for the realization of the West-East remoteness
grid.

The characteristic parameters of each station were
calculated by the software surfer. A selection of the most
explanatory parameters of the "rainfall" phenomenon was
made in a first step as described above. All data
processing was done using the software (Excel) and this
in order to minimize the square of the differences between
the observed rains and the estimated rains. This
difference is called “Residue” (Residue = Observed (mm) -
Estimated (mm)) and it is shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 2: Estimated rainfall according to the proposed model.

Fig. 3: The map of residues
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Fig. 4: Linear regression between observed (actual) rainfall and estimated rainfall.

Fig. 5: The map of annual mean rainfall (mm)

Figure 3 shows the quality of the estimate obtained Indeed, and in order to obtain the final grids to be
by the model applied to the rainfall observed data. mapped, it is necessary to add to the calculated rains the

The final precipitation grid is only the sum of two regression residues. These residues are   stationary, ie
grids (Fig. 5); the first corresponds to estimated rainfall they are zero on average and of  constant   variance.
and the second relates to residues that are interpolated by These residues therefore lend themselves more easily to
kriging. interpolation [9].
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These residues correspond to a part of the rains not CONCLUSION
explained directly by the relief but whose exact meaning
remains nevertheless complex [13, 14]. To add these The annual mean rainfall study of the Tafna
residues to calculated rainfall, they are regionalized with watershed highlighted the predominant role of relief in the
interpolation using a kriging algorithm. In this way, we spatial distribution of precipitation.
obtain for each node of the DEM a value of the residues The rainfall map is largely modeled on the relief map,
which allow the correction of the calculated precipitations but the role of the other geographical factors (longitude,
and thus to optimize the final result on the whole of the distance from the sea and exposure) is included.
zone studied. In order to show the desirability of the The use of a digital terrain model (DTM) for the first
regionalization of the residues, we went through a time has allowed for the correcting of some isohyets in
variographic analysis of the residues. underserved areas at measurement stations. However, the

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION evaluation of these predictions. This method made it

The spatial distribution map of mean rainfall in the more than 700 mm, which remained until then theoretical,
Tafna watershed represents a typical feature in western in particular on the mountains of Tlemcen.
Algeria. Indeed, there is a clear pluviometric decrease from This result explains largely the presence of a highly
north to south. developed karstic system knowing that the skeleton of

There is also a significant rainfall decrease from West these mountains are Jurassic limestones.
to East; the difference becomes more and more important In the distribution   of   rainfall,   local   nuances
as we be near the Tlemcen Mountains. related   to   exposure   have  been found, particularly in

The Tafna watershed has a number of distinct rain the   southern   part   of the Tlemcen Mountains and on
zones. To the north appears a relatively homogeneous the southern facade of the littoral massifs (Traras
rainfall zone   between  450-  650   which corresponds to mountains).
the   plains and the littoral massifs (Traras mountain) This mapping of annual average rainfall presents
these receive the rains bring by the humid winds NW-SE some imperfections mainly related to the deficiencies of
(Fig. 5). the observation network and the data gaps. As a result,

Values are becoming weaker in the central part of the the renovation of this network, but especially its
Tafna watershed. Indeed, these inner plains correspond extension in the mountainous regions is much desired.
to basins structured between a corridor of mountain
ranges (Tlemcen Mountains in the south and those of REFERENCE
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